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RENOVATION OF THE FOOTBALL STADIUM
IN THE CITY OBUKHIV

Relevance of the topic: Construction of a new football stadium for 10 000 spectators on the street of Kyiv component of the development program of the city of Obukhiv.

On request of the Obukhiv city administration a project design of the facility was developed to which a football field of 105x68 meters in size is included, and two stationary three-level tribunes with a fixed stage with dimensions of 96x33 meters and a sports hall, a terrace as well recreation area.

Provides beautification of outdoor one-level parking improvement of territory etc.

Creating favorable conditions for leisure activities of children, youth and population for the development of physical culture and sport, promotion of health, the needs of physical activity to achieve a high level of efficiency by means of physical culture and sport, internal harmony and psychological comfort state Students by design stadium.

Expected results and outputs: Realization of the project will create favorable conditions for free time activities for children, youth and population of the city, for the development of physical culture and sports, health promotion satisfaction of motor activity needs, achievement of high level of efficiency by means of physical culture and sports, internal harmony and psychological comfort state Students by design stadium.
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CREATION OF CONDIYIONS FOR AIRODYNAMIC SPORT

Relevance of the topic. Recently the interest of young people in the modeling of flying has growing ( aircraft, helicopter, rockets ). So, there is a need to create appropriate station.

So, there is a need to create appropriate station.

The design solution of the modern equipment, bright, dynamic in the form of the station of aerodynamic sport for placing in the territory of the city of Obukhiv.

The main task of the project was to create all the precondition for the development, creation and launch of airocraft models taking into account the requirement set for them.

The project uses modern technologies, constructions and materials for constructing and decorating of the building. During the development of the project all the sanitary and fire regulations in Ukraine were considered.

The project is presented by a graphical part and an explanatory note.